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Clougnitive Technology Inc (CTI) was founded to sell, support and service California-based software 

company C3DNA's software for workload movement and control in European markets. C3DNA has signed 

an OEM agreement with Clougnitive, and it's a channel-only play. CTI will begin to sell the C3DNA 

platform into France (where CTI is based) through a couple of channels, before targeting sales into the UK 

(Q2) and Germany (Q3) via partners. It is already using C3DNA customer Tech Mahindra, as well as 

Interoute. It expects some partners to resell licenses, migration and services, and others only the migration 

and support services.

The 451 Take

Although C3DNA has spent a lot of time finding the right hook for its workload movement and control 

software, CTI's spin on selling, supporting and servicing the platform in Europe is simple: it's a tool for 

moving enterprise applications to the cloud and delivering cost savings as a result. It's a simple and 

clean message – the C3DNA architectural approach will need to be credentialed in the market.

Context
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CTI cofounders Kamel Kerbib (CEO) and Bernard Salvan (CTO) hail from EMC – Kerbib was most 

recently at Violin Memory. Bootstrapped initially, CTI will seek funding later this year as the need to 

develop additional connectors to C3DNA builds. 

It has exclusive C3DNA distribution in Europe. The company believes it can do €3m ($3.6m) revenue in 

2018, and €20m by 2022. It has 14 enterprise prospects, and some 15 potential partners – including Huawei, 

which is showcasing C3DNA as a high availability/disaster recovery (HA-DR) offering for customers. CTI 

expects to land first paying customers this quarter.

Management is CTI's target market. 451 Research's Market Monitor forecasts the market for management – 

management, monitoring, configuration, orchestration and automation software for virtual or cloud 

infrastructure and the applications running on it – will be worth about $8bn this year, rising to $14bn by 

2021 (€900m in France by 2021, and €4.9bn in EMEA). CTI is targeting enterprises with over €30m 

revenue.

Technology

CTI will port the Linux-only C3DNA environment to Windows for delivery next quarter by CTI to support 

prospect requests it has had in telco, transport and insurance – likewise with DB2. C3DNA's native 

deployment is to Oracle. It says this will take about five months.

Both C3DNA and CTI are positioning C3DNA as a Star Trek-style 'teleporter,' enabling the teleportation of 

any application to any cloud without any disruption to service. This is typically the movement of on-

premises datacenter applications such as Oracle or WebLogic, operating systems and hypervisors. 

Migrations from VMware to OpenStack (to replace vMotion), Oracle stack migration (to Oracle Linux), 

and HA-DR will be a key use cases for CTI.



Other approaches – whether it's VMware' vMotion or HCX, or the raft of independent and incumbent 

migration specialists – are essentially point-to-point approaches. C3DNA's architecture takes a switching 

approach, sending applications and workloads to the most appropriate venue dynamically.

C3DNA

C3DNA believes its technology will be of interest to firms seeking to provide live migrations, with no 

reboot required. It claims no changes are needed to the application, OS or provisioning processes. C3DNA 

uses a distributed computing model with a Turing-oracle design pattern – enabling enterprises to avoid 

cloud vendor lock-in, and to use commodity infrastructure. 

C3DNA has been bootstrapped with seed funding so far, and it hopes that being able to show revenue 

through 2017 will enable it to attract funding in 2018. It has traction at CenturyLink, Orange Business 

Services, SAP, Tech Mahindra, NTT, Rauxa and Oracle (which is taking C3DNA to its customers for 

migrating Oracle workloads of Red Hat to Oracle Linux and VMs). VARs and systems integration partners 

include Forsythe, FusionStorm, Dasher Technologies, Jade Global and Cornerstone Technologies.



Competition

VMware vMotion is the closest competitor to C3DNA; however, that's VM-image-level migration, and 

requires the user to have the same operating system and VMs in order to convert images. C3DNA says it is 

independent of the OS and hypervisor. 

Other competitors include Docker, Kubernetes, Scalr, DoubleTake, RiverMeadow, Mesos, Cloudify, 

CloudSoft and Apache Brooklyn. C3DNA sees these as primarily infrastructure-centric approaches, versus 

its workload- and control-centric approach.

SWOT Analysis

Strengths

In today's world, infrastructure works for applications, rather than the other way round. C3DNA's 'switching' model for moving 

applications and workloads is sufficiently differentiated from other offerings to make it interesting – but at the same time it's 

unproven and risky.

Weaknesses

C3DNA is a small company with what it believes is a unique approach to workload management in cloud and datacenter 

environments. With the number of firms now in this market, it has the challenge of being an unknown provider of a boutique 

approach. It will need to credential – via its channel partners – the C3DNA technical approach in more detail in order to 

capture buyer attention.

Opportunities

Moving applications and workloads to target environments regardless of the underlying OS or hypervisor is a step beyond the 

capability of most workload migration and control offerings currently. 451 Research Voice of The Enterprise has found that 

50% of the opportunity in cloud-based application deployment is applications modernization/refactoring, and re-

platforming/lift and shift.

Threats

Enterprises are by and large risk-averse, which means their business and technology choices are with 'odds on' favorites, rather 

than startups with new approaches. CTI and C3DNA need a marquee account to get the ball rolling.



William Fellows 

Research Vice President 

M&A ACTIVITY BY SECTOR
M&A ACTIVITY BY ACQUIRER
FIGURES SHOWN INDICATE NUMBER OF TRANSACTIONS

COMPANY MENTIONS (PRIMARY)

C3DNA  Clougnitive Technology 
COMPANY MENTIONS (OTHER)

CenturyLink  Cloudify  Cloudsoft  Cornerstone Technologies  Dasher Technologies  Docker  EMC  FusionStorm  Huawei 

Interoute Communications  Jade Global  NTT  Orange Business Services  OpenStack Foundation  Oracle  Orange  Rauxa  Red Hat 

RiverMeadow Software  SAP  Scalr  Tech Mahindra  VMware  WebLogic 
CHANNELS

Development, DevOps & IT Ops 
SECTORS

All / Infrastructure management / App lifecycle management 
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